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THANKS
Thanks to those who have supplied us with .so many of the addresses we
asked for, in particular to Marjorie Anchel, Robert A. Brown, F. Barbara
Orlans, the American Anti-Vivisection Society, Argus Archives, and the liT Cen
Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions.
MEETI NG REMI NDER
The 1982 annual meeting of the Society for the Study of Ethics & Animals
will be held in Room 311 of the Baltimore Convention Center at 10:00 a.m.,
December 28, 1982. The papers by Cave, Pluhar, and White in this issue, and
the paper by Sapontzis in the last issue, will bediscussed.
BOARD OF 01 RECTORS
The terms of Theodore Sager Meth and Lilly-Marlene Russow on the SSEA
Board of Directors will expire in May, 1983.
Nominations may be made at the
annual meeting, or by mail to the Executive Secretary. Nominations do not
require a second but do require the consent of the nominee, who must be a mem
member of the SS EA.
RENEW NOW
This is the last issue of E&A for 1982. A form is enclosed for your conven
convenience in renewing your membership in the SSEA (for organizations--your sub
subscription to the journal).
Do it now. The membership/subscription rates for
1983 remain at the same ridiculously low level as those for 1982. Now, while you
have you r checkbook out, consider a contribution in addition to renewal.
It's
deductible, of course.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
All material submitted for publication in Ethics & Animals should be
addressed to the Eqitor.
Reviews and articles should be typed, on one side of
the paper only. One copy is sufficient for all submissions except articles, of
which three copies are requested.
Reviews, reports, directory entries, and
other such matter are screened only by the E&A staff, but article manuscripts
are evaluated by 'blind' referees. To facili~ate such 'blind' reviewing of articlf!!$
the author's name should not appear on the manuscript, but should be on a sep
separate sheet of paper which also bears the title of article. If possible, authors
should also remove internal references which would identify them (such as "as I
argued in my article on animal liberation in The Jou rnal of Beasts"). Such ref
references can be re-inserted before publication.

